
Name _________________________ # _______ 

It’s all in the Details 
Directions: Go to the google classroom, and click on STEP 1. This will take 
you to a presentation. Work through the presentation, reading everything on 
every slide, and complete the handout below. When you are done with this 
practice, go back to google classroom, and complete STEP 2, a google 
form. Your score from the google form will go into the grade book, so make 
sure you go slowly through the presentation to ensure you practice as much 
as you can before getting to that final step. 

A Dangerous Trek to School  
from Upfront magazine, September 2016 

Only include the important details! 

- Include the more _______________ points of a text. 

- If a text is divided into __________________________, consider coming up with the ___________ 

___________ of each paragraph and _______________________ that. 

- If a text isn’t divided into paragraphs, try _______________________ it up yourself. 

Include Exclude

In Atuleer, a mountainous village in Southern China, children have to climb down the 
side of a mountain to go to school.

The children who make this descent every two weeks alongside two adults and 
carrying backpacks range in age from 6 to 15.

The local government offered a temporary steel staircase solution while it looks into 
alternatives.

The children have to make this climb because there is no room on top of the mountain 
to build the school.

The trip is a 2,600 foot climb, and it takes two hours if the children are going up and 90 
minutes if the children are coming down.

The ladders the children climb on have been nicknamed “sky ladders.”



A $100 Million Fire in Kenya 
from Upfront magazine, September 2016 

Cockroach Milk, Anyone? 
from Upfront magazine, September 2016 

Step 1: 
The article entitled “________” was published in __________ magazine and  is about … 

Step 2: This was done for you - I used different colors to show you how I divided the article.

Step 3

Red Section Sentence: 

Orange Section Sentence: 

Blue Section Sentence: 

Sentence with Central 
Idea, Title, and 

Publisher

Red Section Sentence

Blue Section Sentence

Green Section 
Sentence






